Saturday 27 October 2018 : Arrival and WELCOME!

Sunday 28 October 2018

9-12 : Monica BRINZEI : Report on the Fourth Annual Meeting :
   - List of articles and others activities


Monday 29 October 2018

The whole day will be dedicated to a presentation RISE project from University Babes-Bolyai, Cluj-Napoca

9-12 : Analyze of the codex Basel, UB A-44

13-18 : Presentation of the list of question of the codex : Basel, UB A-44

Tuesday 30 October 2018

The whole day will be dedicated to a presentation of DEBATE project, from IRHT, Paris

9-12 : Alexander BAUMGARTEN : Death fragments of principia of Godescal de Nepomuk in the manuscript Torino, Univ. E. IV, 12.

14-16 : Mihai Maga: Presentation of socii from principia of Conrad of Soltau.

16-18 General discussions
Wednesday 31 October 2018

The whole day will be dedicated to discussion on the relation between the quotlibetal question and principial debate

10-12 : Ota PAVLICEK : From quodlibetal to principal debate in the codex Augsburg, Cod. 1.4.57

14-16 Edit LUCAS (via skype from Toronto): Unknown principia from Vienna University

15-18 : Presentation of the workflow of DEBATE project n° 771589

Thursday 1 Novembre 2018

The whole day will be dedicated to study different case-studies of sermones, and principal texts from the corpus of DEBATE project.

Friday 2 Novembre 2018

General discussions and conclusions

Saturday 3 Novembre 2018

Departure